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MAGNETIC FIELDS AND NONUNIFORM STRUCTURES OF THE MOON 
A.Z. Dolginov Lunar and Planetary Institute , 9600 Bay Area Blvd., Houston,TX 77058 
Direct magnetic measurements performed by space probes demonstrated the existence of small-scale, 

stationary surface magnetic fields on the Moon [ I ] .  The magnetic field averaged over a region of -- 600 km 
was found to be no larger than lo-' G , that of the regions -- 100 - 200 km is -- G, and that of 
-- 10 - 100 km reaches -- G. Investigations of certain lunar rocks reveal stable residual magnetization, 
which could have been acquired during the crystallization of the rocks in the presence of the outer magnetic 
field, provided such a field existed a t  the initial stage of lunar evolution. Estimates show that 4 .  lo9 yr ago 
the field was small, then i t  rose to  -- 1.3 G a t  the beginning of 3 .9 .  lo9 yr with a subsequent exponential 
decrease during the period of 3 .9 .  lo9 yr to  3.2 - lo9  yr ago [2]. Small-scale fields have been explained by 
some authors as due to mechanical impacts produced by meteors. The theory of this effect is not elaborated 
in detail. This can in no way explain the palmmagnetic data. These data are commonly explained a s  a 
result of the dynamo action in the liquid lunar core. This action can cease for various causes, for example, 
when the core temperature decreases. To obtain the field - - 1 G on the surface, the field on the core 
boundary must be larger than - 10 G if the core radius was less than - 400 - 500 km. Should this field be 
the result of the dynamo, the convective velocity in the lunar core have to  be much larger than that in the 
Earth's core. The motion can amplify the field only if the kinetic energy density is larger than the magnetic 
energy density i.e., if pu2 > B2/4* , where p is the matter density, u is the velocity of the medium, and B 
is the magnetic field. Hence u must be larger than 1 - 10 cm/s .  Motions of this kind should lead to  rapid 
smoothing of the temperature in the core, and the temperature gradient will drop below its adiabatic value. 
I t  switches off the convection. The gravitational separation of the heavy and light fractions cannot support 
convection of the necessary intensity in the considered case. Gravitational energy release in the process of 
the lunar core formation has been estimated in [3] as -- 1015 ergls.  The energy needed for the large-scale 
magnetic field generation is no less than 10" e rg l s  if the field is about 1 G . This is a serious problem of the 
dynamo hypothesis. One of the alternatives is the assumption that the lunar field was induced by the Earth. 
This hypothesis requires the assumption that the Earth used to  be much closer to  the Moon (3 - 4) -10' yr 
ago ( a t  a distance -- 5 - 10 Earth radii) than today and the Earth's field was significant larger ( -- 10 - 50 
G ). There is no evidence for these values . 

A new possibility arises for the lunar field explanation if we take into account that the Moon's interior 
is very inhomogeneous . Large gravitational anomalies were observed by space probes. Thermal fluxes from 
different regions of the lunar surface differ by a factor -- 1.5 141. This is due t o  the large difference in the heat 
diffusivity of different rocks and gives supplementary evidence for lunar nonuniformity. There is no evidence 
that observed magnetic anomalies on the Moon's surface are connected with concentration of magnetized 
substances on or below the surface. The other possibility is the creation of a magnetic field by a current. 
The current needs a medium with sufficiently high conductivity. The conductivity of the Moon's surface 
is too small. However, i t  is possible that partly molten regions exists not far below the Moon's surface. 
Conductivity of such regions might be enough to  provide a sufficiently strong current. Let us show that the 
observed small-scale magnetic anomalies on the Moon's surface may be explained as due to  currents in such 
regions below the surface. The current is driven by the electric field created by chemical and temperature 
inhomogeneities. A similar explanation can be presented for the large-scale palmmagnetic field. 

The stationary magnetic field value created by this current can be obtained from equation 

where [..I,,,, denotes the vortex component. The potential component is compensated by the charge redis- 
tribution. 17 is the thermopower and a is the electric conductivity. The conductivity of lunar rocks is of the 
nondegenerate semiconductor type. In this case q reaches the value ( 3  - 15) .  volt/degree. Conductivity 
of the lunar upper mantle ( up to the depth -- 800 - 900 km ) is less than lo7 - logs- ' ,  but the conductivity 
of the partially molten silicates which apparently are typical for the lower mantle ( at least for some regions 
) and may exist in the upper mantle in the form of magma cavities is of the order of - 1012 - 1 0 ' ~ s - l .  
Conductivity of the liquid iron core, if such a core exist, reaches the value 10'5s-1 = 3 .  1030hm-1cm-1 
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[4]. The trace element doping might well change the conductivity by a large factor. This doping in most 
cases increases the conductivity of substances which are insulator in a pure state ( e.g. silicon ), and does 
not decrease substantially the conductivity of good conductors ( e.g. molten iron ). Thus the doping might 
work in favor of the field generation mechanism. 

Consider a partially melted spherical region with the radius R - 100 km a t  a depth of - 100 km below 
the Moon's surface. Assume that the temperature distribution there is T(r ,0)  = Ta(r) + Tl(r) cos0 and 
u(r,  0p) = u,(r) + a1 sin 0 sin cp. The distribution of temperature has to be different from that for the 
conductivity ( or thermopower ) to  create a current. In this case the solution of (1) is 

47r 1 r 3 2?r 2 r2 
(Btw), M : L E ( l  - Tii)"aa~l~inO,  ( B ~ ~ ~ ) ~  M - 5c J - 3 -q,ulTl R2 sin e cos cp (2) 

(Bpol)e and (Bpo,)+, have the form similar t o  (Bpo,),. Only the first nonvanishing terms are included in these 
formulae. 

According to experiments [4], a melted fraction of (5 - 10) % increases the conductivity of silicates from 
-- 107 s-' t o  -- 10' s-'. If there are more molten substances, then u may teach 10" s-'. Taking a = 10" 
s-', thermopower r ]  = 5 - esu ( as for a semiconductor) and temperature difference inside this region of 
the order of (2 - 5) - 10' I( , and using the solution of equation (1) we obtain the field on the lunar surface 
above the considered region of about - G that is just of the order of the observed local field values. 

The observed local magnetic anomalies may be either connected with regions above the existing magma 
cavities or with regions on the surface or below the surface that were melted in ancient times ( say by a 
meteorite impact ) and magnetization was fixed in substances that can be magnetized and have a magnetic 
memory. 

Analysis of the physical characteristics of lunar rocks leads to the conclusion that a t  the early stage of 
evolution a large part of the lunar volume or even the whole Moon was in a molten state [5]. 

Let us assume that the Moon had a molten Fe + FeS core with a size of - 600 km, temperature 
1.5. lo3 - 2 .  lo3 K , temperature gradient - 100 K per lo3 krn, thermopower 6 - esu and conductivity 
about 10'' s-I. Then, using formula (2) we obtain the surface field about of 0.01 G. If the whole Moon was 
melted, then the following estimates of parameters are apparently true: u -- 1013 - 1014 s-', r]  - 5 - 
esu ( because the thermopower of molten silicates is closer to  that of nondegenerate semiconductors than 
that of metals), the temperature of the molten volume - 2 - lo3 I< and the temperature, conductivity and 
thermopower inhomogeneities about 10 - 20% of the average values, i.e., ZIT, M 0.1 - 0.2 etc. Using these 
estimates we obtain the dipole magnetic field of the ancient Moon of the order of 0.1 - 1 G. We can see that a 
thermoelectric current in a small lunar core is not strong enough to  provide the observed paleomagnetic field 
value. However, this current creates a permanent existing seed field that can be amplified by the dynamo, 
if there are favourable conditions for the dynamo. 

This paleomagnetic field is a large-scale, one but i t  is not a dipole field. In the formula (2) we have 
taken into account only the first multipole. If the distribution of inhomogeneities is strongly nonuniform the 
generated field may have various multipole components. It is shown by author ( see this volume ) that the 
field amplified by the dynamo does not forget the seed field distribution. 

The paleomagnetic field may be not necessarily connected with the lunar core. It is possible that there 
were many large-scale local melted regions on or near the surface of the ancient Moon. Such regions may 
create the field as well as the Moon core and may be responsible for the lunar paleornagnetism. Using a, T ] ,  

and T values as for partially molten silicates, and assuming the gradient of these quantities is - 10 - 20% 
per lo3 km the magnetic field obtained in these regions is about 0.1 - 1 G. This field may be fixed in some 
rocks after the crystallization process. 
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